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About Matthew Remski
 Matthew Remski writes and presents on yoga and ayurveda in the shadows of capitalism and climate change. He is the author of eight books of poetry, fiction, and non-fiction including Threads of Yoga: A Remix of Patanjali’s Sutras.

Follow on Facebook »

Follow on Twitter »
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The Embodiment Conference and Beyond: A Trauma-Aware Call to Healing [Guest Post]
 November 18, 2020January 2, 2021 
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Trump Eating Poison is a Sacrament of Charismatic Escalation
 May 19, 2020 
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During COVID-19, Charles Eisenstein Invites You to Think Deeply About His Awesome Writing
 May 13, 2020September 12, 2020 
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Support the Author




This site hosts over 200 original posts on current affairs in modern global yoga and Buddhist culture. If you feel this work is helpful in a way that you would like to support, contributions are deeply appreciated.
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